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The Complete Greek Cookbook contains the most comprehensive collection of Greek recipes ever

published in this country with over one thousand variations of three hundred authentic recipes. They

reflect a simplified modern approach to Greek cooking, step by step instructions, modified

proportions of sugars, fats and oil, the use of instant foods and spices, tested short-cut methods and

the use of appliances. Anecdotes and myths about the origins of these recipes makes this book fun

to read and a treasure to have in the kitchen. This is a new edition of an  five star classic which was

revised in August 2000 that has sold over two hundred thousand copies.
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I have quite a few Greek cookbooks (nearly all the standards), but this is the one I nearly always

end up using. The recipes typically turn out to be just about the way my Yiayia used to make them.

Easy to understand recipes and simple ingredients combined with the texture and flavoring of

"authentic" greek cuisine make this book an absolute must have! Try the recipes for Greek Salad

and Baklava! Simply to die for!

This book has lots of do-able recipes alongside history of Greek food, past and present (ancient and

modern). Also included are ideas for snacks and appetizers in the Greek style. It's really a

compendium of Greek eating and food. It's simple, accessible and practical. It's not "glamorized"

like so many of today's entries onto the cookbook shelves. This is authentic stuff by a traditional

Greek family cook. I'm sure I will be making many things from this book.



I am not Greek but I have always had Greek families in my life who cooked the simple, wonderful

cuisine of their forefathers. Not having a clue what I was buying, but the price was right and it looked

like it contained some of my all time favorites, I decided to buy this. I have never been disappointed

in anything I have tried from this book and everything I knew from childhood has tasted the same as

I remembered it. The recipes are truly classic and unadulterated. I am very happy with my purchase

of this book and use it on a regular basis, which is a lot to say from a person who has more

cookbooks than they can count.

A difficult to find book of greek recipes that are near and dear to my heart. Pleasantly surprised by

the GREAT condition it's in. Wanted a copy to give to my daughter who is enjoying life as a young

professional! SO happy with it!

This book is amazing. I appreciate the greecian history within the cookbook. You don't see that

anymore that often and its wonderful to read the little snippets between recipes.

The book is interesting in that it has a lot of legends, origins, and stories about Greek cooking. It is a

very thorough book, and I know I will enjoy it in the years to com.

I got this book for my boy friend and he loved it... it was in great shape for a used book just like it

stated... I admit I was a bit leary with it being used... I'd order from here again . great value for a

great price
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